The University of California recently came to an agreement allowing Postdoctoral Researchers Organize/United Auto Workers (PRO/UAW) to represent Postdoctoral employees in various titles. The new collective bargaining unit for Postdoctoral Scholars is 'PX'. This change is addressed in Service Request 82501.

**Service Request 82501** asks to update the PPS Control Tables to enable the system to handle employees in the new 'PX' collective bargaining unit.

Therefore, at the request of Labor Relations and Human Resources - Information Systems Support, these CTL Table update transactions are made available via FTP. Campuses should obtain the transactions at:

```
PAYDIST.CTL2009.CARDLIB (BUT2501)
PAYDIST.CTL2009.CARDLIB (CTT2501)
```

Two emails with the subject 'TCT File is Available for Pickup' were sent out on March 25, 2009. The first email announced the availability of the TCT files while the succeeding email asked NOT to apply the transactions mentioned in the first email. The hold on the update of the TCT transactions has been lifted and the following steps should be followed to update the Postdoctoral titles:

1. Update the PPS Control Tables with the CTL Table update transactions (BUT2501 and CTT2501) via PPP004.
2. Update TCT using the TCT update transactions for Postdoctoral titles via PPP004.
3. Run the mass change process (PPP290 and EDB Maintenance) using the MT transactions generated in Step 2.

As always, these updates should be applied to production only as approved by your campus Payroll Manager. This item is not date mandated but is urgent in order to allow UCOP Labor Relations to effectively support the currently ongoing bargaining process with the PRO/UAW for the new Postdoctoral Scholars collective bargaining unit.

Functional questions regarding the changes should be addressed to Jennifer Damico at (510)987-0686 or by sending an electronic mail to Jennifer.Damico@ucop.edu.

For technical questions, please send electronic mail to Pamela.Torres@ucop.edu or call (510)987-0741.